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Montagu, than whom India never had a truer friend, was unfortunately let down, after
the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms.
"Time flies and although it looks as if it was only a few months ago that we wel-
comed Lord Irwin to India, His Excellency will, in the natural course of events, be
relinquishing the Viceroyalty in April 1931 and in the interests of the two India's as
well as of the Empi-re, and with a view to launching and ensuring the success of what,
we hope, will be a further measure of liberal constitutional advance for both British*
India and the States, it will be the earnest hope of all the sober elements throughout
India, that His Majesty's Government may be successful in securing the consent of
Lord Irwin to stay on for a longer time as our Viceroy."
Continuing, the Maharaia said : "I am aware that some apprehension exists in the
States on account of the fact that the Simon Commission has had no opportunities of
properly eliciting the views and standpoints of Indian States' Governments on the
points involved, since they were not originally included in the   Commission's terms of
reference but, in my opinion, there is no cause for anxiety on this point.   In the first
place, I am sure that we can confidently  anticipate that a statesman like Sir John
Simon and his distinguished colleagues will be the first to bear in mind the importance
of doing justice to the legitimate claims of the States also, and of ensuring that the
States  too should receive  fairplay.   Secondly, it might, in some ways, be a decided
advantage for the States to go to the Conference, not only with an open mind, but
also unfettered by any compacts or previous commitments    We may further reason-
ably expect useful suggestions by the Simon Commission after they have explored the
various avenues by which the interests of British India and Indian States, where they
Conflict, might be satisfactorily adjusted which would enable the two great constituent
parts of India to settle down in peace and harmony to work out, side by side, their
respective destinies in a  spirit of friendship and co-operation.   The States, which
cannot be irrevocably bound by any schemes and proposals arrived at without their
concurrence, will, we may rest assured, have the fullest opportunities of having their
say without which the Conference would be  no  Conference at  all   So long as the
case of the States is just and their attitude reasonable, they have nothing to fear from
any such matters being dealt with by the Simon Commission or their being discussed
at the Conference."
The Maharaja dealt at considerable length with the question of internal Reforms
in States and the lights of States' subjects. In his opinion a Prince who was a bad
ruler was a grave menace to the State and his subjects viewed from the culture and
ethics of the East or of the West. Whether the Government of a country be autocra-
tic, the obligation undoubtedly rests upon a Prince and his Government to^ rule over
his people wisely and well. No single Ruling Prince in India can deny this responsi-
bility on him. From his personal point of view, too, and particularly in the interests
of his dynasty, the Ruler should naturally be anxious so to govern his State as to reigt
over a loyal and contented people.
His Highness next referred to false  accusations light-heartedly hurled against 1
Princes, and said that nothing could be more absurd or farther from the truth thanj-l
allegations appearing in the Press and on the platform in British India that the^W
and the Governments of States, in fighting at the present moment, for the
themselves and their subjects, were actuated by a desire to get a blank, <
misrule and for oppressing their subjects.   His  Highness observed:   In:
nature of things, Princes and their Governments realise that there most an* r
sions where intervention by the Crown as the Paramount Power is rende*ea:;|
able.   All that the  Princes desire is that intervention when rendered^^^
should not be arbitrary or based on inaccurate or onesided reports, a^d- tfe
be resorted to not only with the greatest reluctance, but after the Wet
and sympathetic consideration by the Viceroy as the representative of * -
the case of the Ruler or the State concerned, and further rnorathat
must be resorted lo for the sole purpose of the furtherance of the
and future, of Indian States and of the general Order of Princes -*
Irwin himselt stated in his speech in the Chamber of Princes » l
His Highness, continuing, observed that there were assuredly ^
safeguarding rights and securing justice for the subjects of btefcMa;

